
Comments on Thales i.MX8QXP power consumption questions (20201127): 

Here are some comments on the questions: 

1) No use case only changes the number of active cores, so current/core cannot be 

isolated (too many variables are changing). Moreover, "CoreMark only" results are 

confusing: VCC_CPU draws 447 mA when 4 cores are active whereas datasheet rather 

shows about 2500 mA for VDD_A35... I understand the app note was done at room 

temperature, but were are talking about a ~5.5 factor... 

[Leo] The maximum supply currents in Table 11 are used to setup the potential inrush 

current limits for the companion regulator (PMIC) so that the system can startup and run 

stably and safely. It is not for the actual use cases power consumption. The power rails 

for the 4 A35 cores is VDD_A35 which is powered from VCC_CPU on the EVK board.  

As it has described in AN12338, under KS2 use case, only one A35 is enabled in idle and 

the VCC_CPU consumption current is around 36mA. 

 

 

 

Under Kanzi only use case, 4 A35 cores are enabled, but no workload is executing on 

them, it looks like A35 cores in idle mode, the VCC_CPU consumption current is around 

142mA (36mA x 4 = 144mA). The consumption current of 4 A35 cores is around 4 times 

of one A35 core (36mA). 



 

 

 

 

Under CoreMark only use case, 4 A35 cores are enabled and run in full workload and 

maximum performance, the VCC_CPU consumption current is around 447mA. Thus, the 

estimated consumption current for one A35 core in full workload and maximum 

performance is around 112mA (447mA / 4 = 112mA). If customers have doubt on it, they 

can just enable one A35 core and run CoreMark to measure the actual consumption 

current on VCC_CPU by referring to AN12338 on how to do that. 

 



 

 

2) No test case enables the DSP. Current per rail is not provided for VPU tests. 

[Leo] Both HiFi4 DSP and VPU are powered from VCC_MAIN. Both HiFi4 DSP and 

VPU are powered from VCC_MAIN. Both HiiFi4 DSP and VPU are not enabled under 

all use cases in AN12338. NXP does not have Instance code for HiFi4 DSP application, 

customers have to run their own code on the HiFi4 DSP to measure the increasing current 

on VCC_MAIN. 

 

3) No test case disables the User Cortex-M4. 

[Leo] The User Cortex-M4 is powered from VCC_MAIN and it is not enabled under all 

use cases in AN12338. Normally, it will cause around 10mA creasing of consumption 

current on VCC_MAIN if the User Cortex-M4 is enabled and run at 264MHz. 

 

4) Maybe the app note answers: what are the supply voltages associated with the Display 

Controller and Imaging Subsystem (MIPI DSI/LVDS/CSI, Parallel Capture, MJPEG) ? 

My concern is that if I simply multiply the supplies operating voltage ranges with the 

maximum currents found in the datasheet, the power consumption goes over 10W even 

without a GPU! I would like to know how much I can save by disabling the User M4 core, 

1xA35 core, the Imaging subsystem, Display Controller, VPU, DSP and Audio DMA 

subsystem. 



[Leo] The estimated power consumption under this condition is roughly same as the one 

under CoreMark only (1303mW) minus 3 A35 cores power consumption in full workload 

and maximum performance (1.10V x 112mA x 3 = 369.6mW). That is (1301mW – 

369.6mW = 933.4mW). 

 


